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lIECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 

An improved leather finishing machine has been patented 
by Mr. Fred B. Batchelder, of East Boston, Mass. The ob
ject of this invention is to furnish a machine for applying 
blacking, paste, blood, stains, or other mixture or dressing 
to surfaces of leather and other materials, in such a way 
that the opposite surfaces may b� kept practically clean. 

A neW and improve(l. pitman rod for mowing machines, 
so constructed that its bearings can be easily adjusted in 
case they become worn out, ha� been patented by Mr. David 
Horn. of Mohecanville, 0 .. The inveIition consists in a pit
man rod with a circular beveled adjustable socket, into 
which a beveled circular stud on the cutter head of the 
mowing machine fits at one end, and a beveled aperture into 
which a beveled sleeve or thimble mounted on a pin of the 
pitman wheel passes at the other end. 

Heretofore balance staffs for watches have been made in 
one piece with the collet rigidly attached to the staff. and the 
collet formed with a countersunk end for entering the bal· 
ance wheel center, the parts being attached firmly by rivet
ing down the countersunk end of tile collet. With this con
struction the work of replacing a broken staff with a new 
one involves considerable labor and risk of injury to the bal· 
ance wheel. Mr. George G. Bugbee, of Gonzales, Texas. has 
invented a balance staff and wheel for watches, so construct
ed that a broken staff. may be replaced with little labor and 
expense, and without risk of injury to the wheel. The in· 
vention consists, first, in attaching the collet permanently 
to . the balance wheel; and, second, in connecting the staff 
thereto by a wedge or screw joint, by which the staff is 
rendered adjustable, and may be readily removed. 

. ... .. 

IlIPROVED ROTARY PUMP. 

The rotary pump herewith illustrated was designed with 
a view to obtaining a pump for general use,. simple, and 
easily constructed, requiring the least amount of power to 
operate it, and which should wear well and be easily and 
quickly repaired. Thegeneral idea of a pump made in this 
manner is not new. But in the manner of worJring the 
floats a new feature is introduced, neither springs nor 
cams being used to operate. the!l1.. This action is accom
plished by direct water pres.$.ure acting through passages or 
POtts, E F, in the face of tl,e pU(np heads, as sh(Jwn in dot-
ted lines in the sectional viJw. 

. .' 

. The pump consists of" an Qut�r case of two pieces 
joined on a central line. The upper half is 
bored cylindrically, having its center coinci
dent with the center of the shaft, while the 
lower or bed piece is bored from two centers 
eccentric to the shaft, forming a central cam 
projection. As the centers are all 0 n the 
line of the junction of the two parts of the 
casing, it will be seen that by bolting together 
two corresponding parts of two pumps much 
tim'e and . .labor may be saved in boring out 
the shells. The inside cylinder, A, fits accu
rately between the two heads, and ('ontains 
in this caSe three slots for movable floats. 
The heads are made" rights and lefts," i'n 
order to have the canals in their faces corre
spond. 
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. IMPROVED PICTURE RANGER. I men can turn out about one hundred and thirty gross �r 
The engraving shows an improved hook to be fastened to day. The round blocks pass from them to the fI.nishers, 

the wan, and a novel arrangement of the picture cord in re- who place the� in machines which give them the shape of 
lation to the hook and to the frame to be suspended. which spools, and make them quite smooth. The spools are thrown 
admits of placing the frame at any desired angle by simply loosely into a large cylinder, which revolves slowly, so that 
moving it so that the cord· slides through the screw eyes. the spools are polished by the constant rubbing upon each 
This arrangement is specially adapted to mirrors, as it ad-

I 
other for some time. On being taken out of the cylinder, 

MARSDEN'S PICTURE RANGER. 

mlts of adjusting them to such angles as are most agreeable 
to tlie eye, according to the size, height, and distance of the 
mirror from the user. 

This invention was reeently p�tented by Mr. Mark W. 
Marsden, of. Connersville, Pa. 

• if., • 

The Manuraeture or Spools. 
The prevalence of white birch along the St. Francis River 

above Drummondville, Canada, has made that town an im
portant center for the production of spools. When received 
at 1 he factories the wood is first sawed into strips about four 
feet long, and from one inch to an inch and a half square, 
according to the size of the spools to be made. The wood 

. they are placed in a hopper with an opening at the bottom, 
through which they pass down a slide for inspection. Here 
the inspector sits and watches closely to see that no imper
fect spools are allowed to pass; and a very small knot or 
scratch is sufficient to condemn them. They are packed in 
large boxes, made the proper size, and no additional pack
ing is needed. The packers receive one-quarter cent per 
gross for packing, and a smart boy who is accustomed to 
the work can pack about 200 gross per day. One proprie
tor ships over 2,000,000 spools per month to England. and 
another fI.rm ships over 1,000,000 spools to Glasgow, Scot
land. 

.... ., 

Paper frOln Bagasse • .  
The conversion of bagasse into paper stock at home is at

tracting considerable attention in Louisiana. Several parties 
in the North and West have tested the fiber produced from 
it by a new process, and speak of it as extremely promising. 
The chief difficulty at present appears to be in the bleach
ing process; but that, it is thought, can easily bc overcome 
and the fiber made perfectly white. By ('onverting the 
bagasse into fiber on the plantations three· fourths of the 
transportation charges will be saved. Louisiana produces 
200,000 hogsheads of sugar a year; and the cane for each 
hogshead will yield one ton of paper tl.ber . 

.... " . 

ENG INEERING INVENTIONS. 

An improved process and apparatus for remelting soap, 
has been patented by Messrs. William Cornwall. Jr., and 
Aaron W_ Uornwall, of Louisville, Ky. This invention re
lates to an improved process of remelting scrap �oap or 
broken soap for the purpose of making it into soap of mar
ketable form and quality. The process consists in subject
ing the scrap or pieces of soap to the action of dry super
heated steam. TlJe mass of scrap is agitated or stirred by 
revolving arms, while the steam is allowed to enter it at the 
bottom of the tank or vessel in which it is contained. 

A sectional turbine water wheel, so construded that the 
sections may be easily put together and will be held firmly 
in place. has been patented by Mr. William Sims, of Stay-. 

ton, Oregon. The invention consists in con-
structing the sections with inner rims having 
their ends rabheted, inclined buckets, and 
outer rims made thicker than the inner rims, 
to give the inclined buckets a slight twist. 

Messrs. John G. McAuley and William 
West, of Denver, Col., have patented a de
vice for feeding coal dust anl1 otiler pulver· 
ized fuel to smelting or other furnaces. It 
is an improvement upon that form of feeder 
in which a falling stream of the pulverized 
fuel, fed by a spiral conveyer or otherwise, 
is struck by a blast ,of air, whicil at the same 
time acts as a vehicle for the furthcr trans· 

. portation of the fuel to the llre chamber, and 
supplies the necessary admixture of oxygen 
for its combustion. 

Mr. Gordon W. H:l. II , of Havana, N. Y., 
has invented a propeller having a hollow 
portion arranged to turn in the dead water 
under the stern of the boat and connected by 
a pipe with a condenser. 

When the pump turns in the direction of 
the arrow, then H is the inlet and G the out
let, and the space in the cylinder on the out
let side and passage, F, will be under pressure, 
while none will exist in the inlet side nor i n  
the passage, F .  The tl.oat, D ,  i s  ready to go 
out into position, and therefore pressure is 
brought to bear on its inner end, through the 
passage, E, which pushes it out. After pass
ing the junction line of the two parts of the 
casing the passage, F, is passed and the slot 
remains full of water. When the float ar-

FifJ.2 

Mr. John W. Kramer, of New York city. 
has patented a portable turn-out or turn
table for �ailways, especially street railways, 
whereby cars may be shifted from one track 
to another, or turned end for end, if neces
sarY,when obstruclions occur in the line. The 
invention consists in a frame fitted for being 
pinned to the ground between the tracks and 
carrying a pivoted section of rails, which 
may be turned to coincide with either track 
to receive the car, and then turned, as desired, 
to shift the car to the other track. 

rives at the opposite side of the casing it is 
relieved of lateral pressure. Then the water 
in the slot empties itself through the passage, 
E, while the pressure at G pushes in the 
1I0at. Three slots full of water are thus lost 
every revolution, otherwise the pump may be 
termed "positive." 

The inventor claims that there is scarcely 
auy wear between fI.oats and upper half of 
shell, as there is nothing to push them out 
after passing the horizontal central line; that 
the pressure in the discharge side keeps' the 
1I0ats clear from the cam at the bottom of the 
casing. By adjusting the area of canals, E F, 
by plugs or val vee, nearly all wear may be 
avoided on the cam. A n  adjustable piece 
may be used to counteract wear at the lower 
part of the casing. The passages in the heads 
serve to lubricate ends of cylinder, A. In 
large pumps for constant use, and sometimes 
in the smaller sizes, the fI .oats may be made of 
wood-rock maple-which is said to last 
several months under constant usage, and when worn the 
fI.oats are easily replaced. When wooden tl.oats are used 
the inventor places a small rubber cushion in the bottom of 
each slot. This pump works lightly without jarring, and 
will run in either direction. 

Further information may be obtained by addressing the 
inventor, E. B. Newcomb, Cumberland Mills, Me. 

NEWCOMB'S ROTARY PUMP. 

Is thoroughly dried, then roughly turned, cut into lengths 
for spools, and bored. 

The machines used for this purpose are revolving planers, 
in the center of which is a revolving gimlet or bit, and im
mediately to the right a small circular saw with a gauge set 
to the proper size for the spools. The roughers receive one 
and a half cents per gross for their work, and experienced 
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Mr. George M. Fenley, of Medora, Ind., 
has invented an improved drift wheel ror' 
preventing drifts, rafts, 0 r logs trom stowing 
against bridges, piers, or docks. It consists 
of a cylinder armored with spikes and verti
cally pivoted in front of a pier, dock, or simi· 
lar structure, so that when the drifts or float
ing logs strike this wheel they rotate the same 
and slide along. 

Mr. Alonzo Jillson, of Racine, Wis. , has 
patented an improvement in traction engines. 
The invention consists in combining sliding 
journal boxes, slotted hangers, and adjusting 
screws with a cross shaft and wheels, the ob· 
ject being to readily throw the drive wheels 
into or out of gear. 

An improved car coupling has been patented by Mr. Syl
vester F. Newland, of Waynesfield, O. This invention re
lates.to that class of couplers called "self-couplers;" and it 
consists of a five·pronged spring· actuated coupling pin, 
which is held and guided between two vertical standards 
that are fixed on top of the draw head. 

An improved hoof parer, patented by Mr. JamesYork, 
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of Coales�urg, Mo. It consists in certai� novel details of I is concaved to conform nearly to the periphery of the lens I being in the method of giving the final polish. In the case 
constructIon, arrangement, .and c��binatlOn of a base and I and charged with emery and water. This tool is held against of a large lens, after the fine grinding, the tool is heated, 
�tandard, a .leg res.t, a clampmg devlCe, a�d mean� for.operat. th.e edge of the lens after the manner of turning. The lens I covered with a thin coating of pitch, and a piece of thin 
mg the parmg kmfe, whereby the operatIOn of tnmmmg and wIll soon assume a perfectly circular shape, and may be broadcloth is pressed down on the pitch. This broadcloth 
paring the hoof is accomplished with economy of time and readily reduced to any desired size. surface is charged with fine ronge and water, and the lens is 
labor to the workman andmoreeaseand comfort totheanimal. In making concave lenses the convex tools will be used, pressed down on it with considerable force as the tool is re-

• ••• • and the fiual finish will be given by a piece of silk cemented . volved. The cloth should be worked rather dry, and so 
A MATEUR MECHANICS. I to the tool with pitch and charged with rouge and water. .much so at the end of the process as to offer considerable re-

LENS MAXING. I For grinding larger lenses of longer focus an attachment sistance to the rotation of the tool. M. 
T� mak.e an .ordinary lens .requires a certain degree of like that shown in Fig. 10 will be requir�d. It c�nsists of a ....... 

mampulatlve SkIll, but when compared with a fine job of l wooden box supported by a curved arm IlIserted III the tool MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 
filing, fitting, or even turning, it is easy, and there is a charm An improvement in casting chilled mould boards, patented 
about making a nicely polished lens which is not found in by Mr. Burnett B. Harris, of South Bend, Ind., consists i n  
metal working. The tyro should commence with small plano the combination, with the lower part of the flask having an 
and double convex lenses, which he may mount singly or in opening in its bottom, of the chill having rabbeted edges 
pairs. After attaining a fair proficiency in making these he and the buttons, so that the chill will be held securely in 
may proceed to larger work, and afterward by coupling study place and allowed to expand and contract freely; also, in 
with practice he will be able to make fine work, such as the the combination, with the chill and the mould board pat-
achromatic objectives of microscopes and telescopes, eye· tern, of core cups having tapering holes, so that the pat· 
pieces, lantern objectives, etc. terns can be removed without disturbing the bolt hole cores 

The first thing to be done in the way of the preparation or dies. The lower parts of the flasks have openings in 
of tools for lens grinding is to make gauges or patterns with their sides, communicating with the connecting flues, 80 that 
which to gauge the convexity of the grinding tools. These the chills of a series of flasks can all be warmed at the same 
may be made from pieces of sheet brass about one thirt.y· time and by the same furnace. 
second inch in thickness, the plates for gauges for convex Mr. Samuel M. Wright, of Wagoner's Station, Ind., has 
tools being chucked on a plane board secured to the face invented an improved rein holder which is simple and con-
plate of the lathe, and the circular aperture turned out. The venient . . It consists of a curved rod provided with a heart-
plate should be beveled each way from the aperture, forming shaped crutch at its upper end for receiving the reins.-
a knife edge, and it should be separated by a saw into two This rod is adjustably fastened in a frame attached to the' 
or four parts, according to the size of the lenses to be ground, dashboard of a vehicle. 
as shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the circle so formed will Mr. Henry W. Fuller, of Seneca, Kan., has patented a 
be approximately the focus of a double convex of this cur· reversible and double buckle having six bars, forming five 
vature, and the diameter of the circle is approximately the loops, and provided with two tongues set opposite each 
focus of a plano·convex lense of the same curvature. other, but one pointing to the right, the other to the left, 

Gauges for concave tools or concave lenses are made by each tongue having its respective tongue bar and tong\!e rest 
turning disks of brass with V·shaped edge8, as shown in Fig. bar. 
2, and an instrument for shaping small concave grinding An improved armature for electro-magnets has been pa· 
tools is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of n sharpened steel tented by:Mr. Peter Wagner, of New York city. The Db· 
disk attached to or formed upon the end of a bar, and used ject of this invention is to increase the surface of attraction 
as a scraper for giving the final shape to the concave grind· Fig. lO.-LENS GRINDING ATTAClDIENT FOR FOOT between the armature and the poles of the' magnet, and thus 
ing tools. LATHES. augment the power of the electro·magnet and increase the 

For grinding convex lenses it is well to have two concave length of the swing of the armature. 
tools like that shown in Fig. 4. This as well as other grind· rest support. A vertical journal box passes through the A combined forge and steam boiler has been patented by 
ing tools for small work should be made of brass. Drawn bottom of the box, and contains a shaft having upon its up· Mr. David E. Engle, of Jacksonville (Wind Ridge P. O.), 
brass is preferable, as it is usually better metal, and more per end a socket for receiving the grinding tool, and on the Pa. The object of this invention is to utilize the heat de
homogeneous than castings, and needs no external turning. lower end a grooved wheel surrounded by a rubber fric- veloped in forge fires to generate steam for driving a fan 

Having determined on the focus of the lens to be ground, tion ban�, which is revolved by contact with the face blower and other machinery. 
the brass is chucked in I.he lathe. and.hollowed out as nearly plate of the lathe. The speed of the wheel relatively to that . Mr. James A. Fancher, of West Granby, Conn., has iIi
to the correct form as possible, the gauge shown in Fig. 2 of the lathe may be varied by raising or lowering the shaft vented a velocipede, whose movements, it is claimed. can be 
being used from time to time to determine when the proper by raising or lowering the box support in the tool port. more easily and readily controlled than the movement of any 
concavity is reached. The grinding tool is finally scraped The glass to be grouIid is cemented to the face of a flanged of the velocipedes in common ilSe. The invention consists 
with the cutter shown in Fig. 3. The counterpart of the casting as shown in Fig. 9, and is held down to the grinding in a peculiar combination of mechanical devices, which can
concave tool shown in Fig. 5 is now turned as nearly to the tool by the lever attached to the box. The tool for large not be clearly described without engravings. 
gauge shown in Fig. 1 as possible, and is finally ground into work may be made of· cast iron. The center of the lens Mr. John L. Sippy, of Venice, Ill., has invented a simply 
the concave tool with washed fi.our emery and water. should be eccentric to the center of the grinding tool. so that constructed, light, and easily worked extension ladder, to 

A tool like that shown in Fig. 6 is necessary for finishing the lens will be revolved on the face of the tool. The point be used by carpenters, builders, firemen, and others who 
small lenses. It consists of a cylindrical piece often require a ready means' of reaching.an ele· 
of brass, having a chamber turned in the end for vated position. 
the reception of a mixture of pure hard beeswax An improvement in dumping wagons has 
and fine rouge. This mixture should contain 

· ...... _ ........ 1 ;?. 
Q been patented by Mr. George B. Wiestling, of 

sufficient rouge to make it rather hard, qut not ! ''', 
d. Mont Alto, Pa. The object of this invention is 

so hard as not to yield under strong pressure. 
.

-
.

..... I: 
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to furnish safety catches for dumping ca�ts, 
The glass for small lenses may be clipped from \: wagons, and other vehicles. so constructed as to 

hits of plate (crown) glass and roughly shaped by 
:
:
:
1:: . .. . .. . • j 

hold the loaded bodies of the vehicles from 
means of au ordinary pair of pliers. It may then ./ . dropping back should the hoisting mechanism 
be cemented with pitch to the end of a round .. / ..... break. 

. 

stick, as shown in Fig. 7. The glass is then A miner's lamp so constructed as to conduct 
ground on a common grindstone until it approxi. .. ___ ....... _j the flame upward when moved forward, so that 
mates the required shape. It is then polished it will give more light and also protect the top 
with fine emery and water in one of the con- � . 5. of the lamp and the head of the miner froID. the 
cave brass tools until a truly spherical surface is flame and heat, has been patented by Mr. Louia 
secured. It is then transferred to the other brass Weihe, of Connellsville, Pa. 
tool, and ground with fine washed flour emery Mr. John Thompson, of Oakland, Md., has 
until the surface is fine and entirely free from patented a compact and convenient machine 
scratches. During the grinding as well as polish· adapted for the use of druggists in putting up 
ing the stick to which the glass is cemented must prescriptions in pill form of any usual size. 
be turned axially, and at the same time its outer 

6. 
Mr. Joseph S. Letourneau. of Tucker; Ill., has 

end must be moved about the prolongation of patented a device for use i n raising the boxes of 
the axis of the grinding tool so as to present the 9. dumping wagons, whereby the power of the 
glass to every portion of the grinding tool as team can be used for raising a loaded box to 
nearly as possible. dump it, and the labor and expense of shoveling 

The final polish is secured by pressing the thereby saved. The device is especially intended 
smoothed glass into. the wax in the end of the for use by farmers. and with four wheeled wagons 
tool shown in Fig. 6 as the tool is revolved, and the boxes of which are fitted for being raised at 
at the same time applying fine rouge and water 7. the forward end bodily. The invention consists 
from time to time. When the polish is nearly in bars or rods recessed at one end for taking 
perfect the tool should be allowed to work nearly over the wheel spokes and formed with shoul-
dry. 

. 
del'S to take under the wagon box, so that when 

For a plano·convex lens the plane surface of said rods are applied tothe forward wheels and 
the plate glass will answer very well for the box and the wagon backed the rods will rise and 
plane surface of the lens, and the glass will be lift the box. The inventor states that with this 
ground down as shown in Fig. 8. If the lens is device it is an easy matter to unload a wagon 
to be double convex the finished spherical sur· load of fifty bushels of corn 01' sixty bushels of 
face should be cemented to the end of the stick oats in three minutes. 
and the opposite side proceeded with as befor� TOOLS FOR GRINDING SMALL LENSES. An improved blinder for bridles has been pa· 
described. There are two methods of finishing tented by Messrs. George A. Gregerson, of Ro· 
the edges of plano-convex lenses: first. by holding the plane projecting from the lever enters a small cavity in the center I chester, and Charles O. Weymouth, of Olmsted county, 
surface in a concave tool charged with emery and water of the casting, to which the lens is attached and insures an' Minn. The invention consists in the combination with the 
until the edge is beveled to the required degree; and second, equal distribution of pressure over the entire surface of the I blind plate, of metallic hinge plates for connecting the 
by chucking the lens on the end of a spindle prOjecting from lens. blind with the head pipce and the bit strap. 
the lathe mandrel, and centering it while the pit.ch or cement . Grinding and finishing It large lens is substantially the An improved lIUt lock, patented by Mr. William S. Mit-
which holds it is still warm. Then a piece of brass, which same as in the case of the smaller ones, the only difference chell, of New Cumberland, Ohio, belongs to that class of 
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